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QUESTION: 1
In HTML-based and URL-based recording modes, user steps are recorded at different layers.
They differ in the layer where the user steps are recorded. Why is the HTML recording name
also named as "context sensitive"?

A. because every UI object is recognized in the context of the page/window to which it belongs
B. because the browser cache stores a copy of the page, in the context of which user actions are
performed
C. because the playback engine cache stores a copy of the page, in the context of which user
actions are performed
D. because context sensitive help suggestions are available in HTML mode only

Answer: C

QUESTION: 2
Which VuGen function allows you to define a point to halt script execution for debugging
purposes?

A. breakpoints
B. bookmarks
C. lr_end_transaction function
D. run step by step

Answer: A

QUESTION: 3
When should you develop a multi-protocol script?

A. when the script uses HTTP and HTTPS in the same business process
B. when you want to save resources on the Load Generator
C. when the business process uses different sets of APIs
D. when you require better maintenance of the script

Answer: C

QUESTION: 4
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Which tool should you use to identify the protocol to use?

A. Protocol Analyzer
B. Protocol Advisor
C. HP Diagnostics Probe
D. HP WebInspect

Answer: B

QUESTION: 5
Which statement is true about script levels in TruClient?

A. VuGen moves steps that it deems unnecessary during replay, to a lower level.
B. Levels are newly-introduced, nested programming features.
C. Asynchronous calls are placed in levels for better identification.
D. Levels are organization features that have no influence.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 6
When should you check the "Record the application startup" box?

A. when you are about to record multiple actions
B. when you want to navigate to a specific point in the application before you begin recording
C. when you record into an existing script
D. when you record a new script are placed in levels for better identification.
E. Levels are organization features that have no influence.

Answer: D

QUESTION: 7
How can you tell if a Web script is recorded in HTML mode?

A. The script is more detailed.
B. The script contains the command web_submit_data to submit data.
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C. The script contains the command web_submit_form to submit data.
D. Correlation does not work.

Answer: C

QUESTION: 8
Which options are available to work with User-Defined Templates? (Select two.)

A. Copy from Template
B. Save as Template
C. Add to Template
D. Record from Template
E. Create Script from Template. The script contains the command web_submit_form to submit
data.
F. Correlation does not work.

Answer: B, E

QUESTION: 9
Which resources are supported by a User-Defined Template? (Select two.)

A. Recording Options
B. Run-time Settings
C. General Options
D. parameters E.output logs

Answer: B, D

QUESTION: 10
When choosing between HTML-based and URL-based recording modes for Web protocol,
robustness and maintainability of the recorded script should be considered. What would cause
the replay failure of a script recorded in URL mode?

A. a dynamically generated URL
B. a page with variable content
C. a form with parameterized data
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